Applies to:
XPOSE mini app Windows/macOS
mini/mini+

Overview:
This release focuses on functionality enhancements, as well as consistency improvements between the virtual and physical devices, crushed some small bugs.

Details:
Version 1.0.2.1 [March2021 Release]

Key Updates/Fixes:
• **Update**: Refinements for Chroma Key
  o When Chroma Key is enabled, it is no longer required to enable a PIP preset – turning on Chroma Key opens the [B] video layer automatically, so operation is now more intuitive and as expected.
  o Chroma Key settings are saved/recalled following app restart/reconnect.
• **Update**: Signal Selection Layer
  o PIP menu now provides layer selection for the signal selection buttons [A] for main/PGM or [B] for the PIP (also Chroma Key). Feature in XPOSE mini provides parity with the on-device functionality.
• **Update**: TBAR CUT Option
  o CUT button in the MIX (Transitions) menu when in TBAR mode. Note that minimum Firmware V1.07 (mini) or V1.24 (mini+) is required for this functionality
• **Update**: Minor improvements in overall app performance and stability

Support:
For more information contact:
Support@rgblink.com
RGBlink support